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I. Overview
A. Program
CCDAuto is a program available on the UCI Student
Observatory control computer. It is used to control the
imaging and spectrograph ccd cameras attached to the
telescope. Its main functions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

control ST-8E, ST-9XE (link, set temperature, etc.)
acquire images: direct and spectrographic
photometrically measure direct images
facilitate acquisition of calibration images such as
dark and flat frames
5. acquire time series of images in an automatic fashion
6. stack short exposure images into long exposures
7. perform autoguiding using the tracking ccd in SBIG's
ST-9XE or ST-8E

Figure 1: UCI 24" Telescope

B. Observatory
The UCI Student Observatory is located in the fields on the outskirts of campus. The
observatory has a large computer-controlled telescope (see Figure 1) and numerous other smaller
portable telescopes. The observatory is used in several astronomy and physics courses taught by the
Department of Physics & Astronomy. In addition, the Astronomy Club at UCI meets at the observatory
nearly every two weeks to explore the night sky using these telescopes. The Astronomy Club members
also host visitor nights at the observatory for interested parties such as Turtle Rock Junior Astronomer
classes, scouting troops, elementary school classes, etc. A web site for the observatory is maintained
at: http://www.physics.uci.edu/~observat.

i. Specifications
The observatory is 20 ft in diameter and 20 ft high, as pictured on the cover of this manual. It
has a motorized, computer-controlled rotating dome roof. The dome roof has a two section, motorized,
computer-controlled slit which when opened allows the telescope to view the sky. There is also a chain
link fence surrounding the observatory which has a lockable gate. There is an adequate gravel road
which leads from Gabrielino Dr. to the gravel parking area located around the observatory.
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Figure 2: Telescope optical configuration

Housed within the dome is a computer-controlled Richie-Critchen reflecting telescope with a
24" (0.61m) primary mirror and an 8.5" (0.22m) secondary mirror (see Figure 2). The scope is
equipped with motorized mirror dust covers and stepper motors for both the right ascension (RA) and
declination (DEC) axes. There is also a magnetic sensor on each axis, defining the telescope's home
position. The scope is focused by three stepper motors which move the secondary mirror closer to or
farther from the primary mirror.
ii. Instruments
Attached to the telescope, behind the primary mirror is an instrument selector consisting of a
computer controlled rotating mirror and four ports (this is the black box at the base of the scope, see
Figure 3). It is used to direct the light from the primary mirror into any one of four instruments.
Typically the ST-9E CCD camera is attached to one port, a 2" eyepiece to another and the SBIG SGS
spectrograph to a third and a iron-argon (FeAr) comparison source attached to the last port. The source
should be positioned opposite the spectrograph so that light will shine from it into the spectrograph.
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Figure 3: Four port, computer-controlled instrument selector (St-9E on leftop,
eyepieces on top and right-center, spectrograph on bottom, and finder/guidescop on
far right.

There are three CCD cameras and a spectrograph which can be used by observers. The ST-9XE
(with a 6 position filter wheel, holding BVRI filters) is the main imaging CCD, the ST-8E is used to
record spectra from the spectrograph, and the ST-5C is attached to a Celestron 5” scope used as a
digital finder scope and auto-guiding system. The specifications for each are given in Tables 1-3
below.
There is also a comparison source for wavelength calibration of the spectrograph which can be
mounted on the instrument selector to shine iron-argon (FeAr) light into the spectrograph. It is usually
mounted in the instrument selector port directly opposite the spectrograph.

Characteristic

Value

Gain

2.8 e-/adu

Readnoise

13 e- with Tccd = -10 C

Full-well capacity

180,000 e- (unbinned),

Pixel size

20 micron x 20 micron (unbinned)

Pixel scale

0.81 "/pixel (unbinned)

Size of detector

512 x512 pixels

Field of view (FOV)

6.9' x 6.9' (unbinned)

Limiting Magnitude (V filter)

~ 17

Broadband filters

Johnson-Cousins UBVRI
Table 1: ST-9E specifications
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Characteristic

Value

Gain

2.68 e-/adu

Readnoise

18.6 e- with Tccd = -10 C

Full-well capacity

16383 adu (unbinned), 32500 adu (2x2 binning)

Pixel size

9 micron x 9 micron (unbinned)

Pixel scale

0.728 "/pixel (2x2 binning)

Size of detector

1534 x 1020 pixels

Field of view (FOV)

9.3' x 6.2' (2x2 binning) (when used as imager)

Limiting Magnitude (V filter)

~ 17

Broadband filters

Johnson-Cousins UBVRI
Table 2: ST-8E specifications

Characteristic

Value

Gain

6.7 e-/adu

Readnoise

30 e-

Full-well capacity

400000 e- = 65535 adu

Pixel size

23 micron x 27 micron

Pixel scale

~ 4" x 4.5"

Size of detector

375 x 242 pixels

Field of View

25' x 16'
Table 3: ST-6 Specifications
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Characteristic

Value

Slit sizes

18 micron and 72 micron, aluminized glass

Collimator

Overcoated aluminized spherical mirror

Gratings

150g/mm, 600g/mm

Camera lens

Same mirror as Collimator

Comparison source

Fe-Ar (iron-argon)

Dispersions (A/pixel using ST-8E, 1x1 binning)

1.07 (600 g/mm), 4.28 (150 g/mm)

Wavelength Range (A)

3800-7500

Spectral Coverage per frame (A)

750 (600 g/mm), 3200 (150 g/mm)
Table 4: Spectrograph Specifications

iii. Using the UCI Student Observatory
The observatory is controlled via the program ucirob executed on the observatory control
computer ucirob.ps.uci.edu. Introductory instructions on how to control the dome and telescope are in
the manual “Using the UCI Observatory”. It also describes how to startup CCDAuto. The rest of this
manual assumes you know the basics of starting up CCDAuto, linking to the ccds and acquiring basic
images. It also assumes you have setup the disk directories as specified in that manual, specifically
that the current directory in which ucirob & CCDAuto are started contains the subdirectories:
1. darks
2. flats
3. images
This can be changed, but these are the defaults. Using the defaults will generally save you some
grief.

II. Acquiring Calibration Frames
To make very accurate photometric measurements you have to make careful measurements of
the ccd's dark current (via dark frames) and the ccd's pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations (via flat
frames). I will not go into detailed descriptions of these calibrations. I will only give you the
procedures needed to acquire these frames. Please refer to any (are there any?) textbook on ccd
photometry. ? has an image of the main CCDAuto window for reference.
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Figure 4: Expose Dark Frames Dialog Box

A. Dark Frames
Dark frames are exposures taken with the shutter closed. They measure the amount of thermally
induced charge (dark current) that accumulates in each pixel during an exposure. Dark frames can be
subtracted from normal images to remove the thermal noise (at least approximately) on a pixel-by-pixel
basis.
Since dark current is thermally induced and is a pixel scale effect, you need to insure that the
dark frames you use are acquired with the same parameters as the images you intend to use them on.
These parameters are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ccd temperature
exposure time
pixel binning, i.e. 1x1, 2x2, etc.
frame size, i.e. full frame or sub-frame
specific ccd camera

CCDAuto allows four methods of doing dark current subtraction:
1. reuse old dark frame
2. force new dark frame
(8)
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3. use dark frame from a file
4. don't do dark frame subtraction
CCDAuto always keeps in memory the last dark frame that was acquired. So in option 1 above,
if the last (old) dark frame is compatible (same image parameters) with the image being taken, then
CCDAuto will not acquire a new dark frame. It will just use the old one. This is very useful for test or
centering images, and general purpose images. If you are taking a five minute exposure, you don't
want to wait an extra five minutes each time you take an image.
The “force new dark frame” option does exactly what it says. For each image taken, a new dark
frame is acquired first, even if the previous dark frame is compatible. This option is not used very
often, but might be useful for debugging images.
The “use dark frame from a file” is the best option to use for accurate photometric images. It is
also useful for long exposures since the dark frames are acquired ahead of time (even in the daytime).
So if you are taking a 30 minute exposure, you don't have to wait 30 minutes for your image to start.
Selecting this option makes CCDAuto read from a disk file a compatible dark frame to be subtracted
from the image to be acquired. As stated below darks frames stored in a file can be more accurate dark
frames because they can be produced from multiple dark frames, thus increasing their statistical
accuracy and reducing systematic errors, such as cosmic ray strikes.
To produce calibration dark frames to be used with option 3 above you should select the
execute -> Expose Dark Frames menu option. This will popup a dialog box allowing you to set the
parameters for the dark frames as shown in Figure 5. Select the ccd (usually the imaging ccd), binning,
exposure time, and frame size to match the image you want to take. You can take any number of dark
frames and have them combined pixel-by-pixel (either by mean or median) into one dark frame.
Combining multiple frames into one, reduces the statistical error on the dark current and the effect of
systematic defects such as cosmic rays. Typically three to five frames are sufficient. Median
combining is the preferred method. You can specify the directory where to store the resultant dark
frames in Image Dir entry. You can also save each intermediate dark frame by clicking the “Save each
dark frame” check box. Set the parameters you want, then click the apply button and then the execute
button. CCDAuto will begin taking the set of darks and write them to the specified directory. Figure 6
shows an example 180 second ST-9XE dark frame.
Remember that the dark frames need to have the same exposure times as the real images and the
exposure time low limit should be chosen so that the dimmest required star's magnitude error is < 0.1
(or whatever is needed) and the upper limit should be chosen so that the brightest star's maximum pixel
value is < 30,000. This needs to be determined before you do your darks. You can setup ahead of time
a set of darks spanning a range of exposure times you think you will need.
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Figure 5: Expose Dark Frames Dialog Box

Figure 6: Example ST-9 180 second dark frame
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B. Flat Frames
Flat frames are a way to correct imperfections in images due to pixel-to-pixel variations in
sensitivity (i.e. how many photons have to fall on one pixel for any charge to be built up, quantum
efficiency). The idea here is that you don't want the brightness you measure for a star to depend on
where the star is located in the ccd image. The procedure to correct for this sensitivity variation is:
1. illuminate the ccd chip with a uniform light source, so every pixel receives the same amount
of light
2. measure the amount of charge in each pixel after an exposure to this light (pixel value)
3. normalize these pixel values so the average comes out to be one. Pixels with a high sensitivity
will have values > 1.0. Pixels with low sensitivity will have values < 1.0.
4. On a pixel by pixel basis, divide these “flat frame” pixels into your acquired image. So pixels
in your image with low sensitivity will have their pixel values increased (dividing by < 1.0)
and pixels with high sensitivity get their values reduced (dividing by > 1.0).
There are two types of flat frames generally taken in astronomy: sky flats and dome flats. Sky
flats are where to take images of the sky at twilight when its too bright for stars to be seen, but not to
bright that you overexpose your image. Dome flats are where you illuminate the inside of the dome
with a lamp, then point the telescope at the dome and take an image of it. Since the scope is focused at
infinity, any details of the dome will be smeared out and the light will be uniform. The sky flats are
better because the amount of light versus wavelength is similar to that of stars. The dome flats
however are easier to acquire and can be acquired in the daytime.
CCDAuto facilitates taking flat frames. Once you have setup the observatory and telescope to
take either dome flats or sky flats, then select the Execute -> Expose Flat Frames menu item. A dialog
box like the one in Figure 7 will pop up. Flat frames can be generated from multiple exposures, just
like dark frames, which can increase the statistical accuracy and reduce systematic errors due to cosmic
rays. The exposure time and ccd temperature don't have to match the images you plan to use the flats
on, however, the binning, ccd, and filter used to acquire the flat frames should match the target images.
You can set the number of frames to combine (usually 3-5), combine method (median is best), where to
save the flats, etc. The exposure time to set depends on the filter used and the light source. A good rule
of thumb is to set the exposure time so that the average pixel value is about 10,000. This will give you
about 1% accuracy in the relative pixel-to-pixel sensitivity. You can determine the exposure time by
taking a couple test images with each filter. Once you have determined a reasonable exposure time for
each filter, click on the check boxes beside each filter you plan to use and enter the exposure time in
seconds beside each check box. Then click apply and execute. CCDAuto will start taking images
immediately. It will either write out a combined flat frame for each selected filter, or a combined flat
frame and each individual flat frames for each filter, depending on whether you clicked the save each
flat check box. It is not necessary to save each flat that goes into the combined flats. Figure 8 shows an
example V filter ST-9 flat frame. The rings you see are caused by light diffracting around dust
particles on the ccd camera window. Its effects like these that make flat fielding important.
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Figure 7: Expose Flat Frames dialog box

Figure 8: Example V filter ST-9 flat frame
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III. Acquiring Photometric Quality Images
Once you have obtained a set of calibration frames, you are ready to acquire photometric
quality images. Assuming you take appropriate length exposures (described below) and reasonable
calibration frames you should be able to make photometric measurements accurate to the 1% level, at
least using differential photometric methods. To do this good in absolute photometric measurements
you will need to calibrate to the standard magnitude scale very carefully.
Choosing optimal exposure times for your photometric images is very important. Too short of
an exposure and your accuracy will be dominated by statistical errors, especially for the dimmer stars
in you images. Too long of an exposure and your accuracy will be dominated by systematic errors, like
overexposing where the pixels overflow with charge, especially for the brighter stars in your images.
Actually, even before the pixels overflow, non-linear effects will ruin your images, photometrically. A
good method to use in picking your exposure time is to make it long enough so that the dimmest star
you want to measure has a magnitude error of < 0.01 (see below on how to measure magnitudes in
CCDAuto) and that the peak of the brightest star you want to measure is < 30,000.
CCDAuto allows you to take photometric quality images either one at a time or in time series
where each image is take automatically, saved and optionally photometrically measured as they are
taken. The next section describes single frame acquisitions, followed by a section describing time
series acquisition.
A. Single Frames
Specifying target object parameters
To be able to make photometric measurements of your high quality images, you will need to
specify various parameters of your target object, such as coordinates, etc. This can be done by defining
you object within CCDAuto, or if your target object is already defined CCDAuto you just have to
select it. The name of the object will be used in the default file name of any images you save. Also all
the parameters you set for your object will be written to the header in the fits image file. The following
steps show you how to select a predefined object:
1. Select the CCDAuto menu item Objects -> View/Edit Object List. A dialog box will pop up
which will allow you to select your object (see Figure 9)
2. Click on the arrow of the “Object List” drop down box. Scroll down to the name of your
object and click on it. Its parameters/name will then appear in the appropriate text boxes.
3. Click the “Select” button to select it and then the “Okay” button to close the dialog box.
If your object is not already defined you can follow the steps below to define a new object:
1. Select the CCDAuto menu item Objects -> View/Edit Object List
2. Click the “New” button.
3. Enter your objects parameters. The critical items are: Name, RA & DEC. The others are also
useful, but not critical to making photometric measurements.
4. Once you have entered all the data you need to, click the “Apply” button which will define the
(13)
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object and put it in the “Object List”.
5. You still have to select your new object by following the steps above.

Figure 9: Object List dialog box

To take a single photometric quality image using your previously acquired calibration frames
you should follow the steps listed below:
1. Before hand, acquire any necessary calibration frames.
2. Move the scope to the target field and acquire a few test images in each filter to determine
appropriate exposure times.
3. Select the CCDAuto menu item Execute -> Expose Single Frame. This will pop up a dialog
box allowing you to specify how you want the exposure acquired. (see Figure 10)
4. Make sure the Imaging CCD, (1x1) binning are selected.
5. Select the “Use dark frame from file” option from the “Dark Frame Options” list and the “Use
flat field from file” option from the “Flat Frame Options” list.
6. Set the appropriate exposure time. If doing full frame exposures (almost always the case),
leave the x,y,h,w as their defaults (x,y specifies the upper left pixel of the frame to take and
h,w specify the height and width of the frame in pixels).
7. The default directory for the images is images and the default locations for the darks and flats
are darks and flats.
8. Click the “Apply” button to have your changed applied.
9. Click the “Execute” button to start the exposure.
10.If you want, click the “OK” button to close the dialog box. A new window will pop up with
your image displayed.
11.If desired, you can save the image by selecting the CCDAuto menu item File -> Save or Save
as. A dialog box will appear which will allow you to specify where to save the image file.
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Figure 10: Single Exposure Settings dialog box

Measuring the PSF
You can measure the PDF (Point Spread Function) of any stellar image by right-clicking on the
image. CCDAuto will fit the stellar image to a Gaussian function (symmetric in azimuth) and draw a
cross at the fitted center. It will also draw three concentric rings which mark the current stellar aperture
(the inner circle) and the Sky annulus (the two outer circles). CCDAuto will also display at the bottom
of the image window the central position (x,y), FWHM (Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum) and stellar
image maximum. It is always good to look at the PSF graphically to make sure the fit to a Gaussian is
reasonable. This can be done by clicking “on” the “Plot” check box in the PSF section at the bottom of
the image window. Then if you right click on any stellar image, a separate window will pop up
displaying a plot of the pixel values (y-axis) versus pixel distance from image center (x-axis). The data
points are the individual pixel values, and the line is the Gaussian PSF function. Just type “q” in the
plot window to close the window. Be sure to click “off” the “Plot” check box when you don't want the
PSF plot window to pop up when you right-click on a star. (see Figure 11 for an example display)
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Figure 11: Example image window showing PDF info.

Making photometric measurements
The first step in making photometric measurements of stars in your image is to set the
photometry parameters. These can be accessed by clicking on the “photometry” button in the current
image window. A dialog box will pop up which allows you to set all relevant parameters (see Figure
12). These parameters are listed below with typical values:
1. Star Parameters
1. Aperture radius: 7.0 pixels. All pixels within aperture are summed to compute stellar flux.
2. Zero point: 25.0. Zero point magnitude. This values sets the overall scale for magnitudes.
2. Sky Parameters
1. Sky inner rad: 15.0 Sky annulus inner radius in pixels.
2. Sky outer rad: 20.0 Sky annulus outer radius in pixels. The median pixel value is
computed for pixels inside the Sky annulus. This median is subtracted from the stellar flux
and then the flux is converted to a magnitude.
3. Sky sigma cut: 3.0 Pixels within the Sky annulus who's pixel value is farther away from
the median than 3 standard deviations are removed from the Sky pixels and the median is
then recomputed.
3. Find Parameters
1. Find radius: 10.0 This is the largest distance in pixels from the right-clicked position that
(16)
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CCDAuto will look for a stellar image.
2. Min. peak: 500.0 Stellar images found by CCDAuto with maximum pixel values less than
this value will be dropped by CCDAuto as valid stellar images.
3. Min. fwhm: 2.0 Stellar images found by CCDAuto with fwhm's less than this value will be
dropped as valid stellar images.
4. Max. fwhm: 10.0 Stellar images found by CCDAuto with fwhm's greater than this value
will be dropped as valid stellar images.
5. Min. Sep. 0.0 Is the minimum separation between valid stellar images. So if two stellar
images are found in a ccd image and the pixel distance between them is smaller than this
value, they images will be considered as one image and one of them will be dropped.
4. Misc. Parameters
1. Log file name: photometry.log Name of file will photometry results are written if the
“Log results” check button is on.
2. “Log results” check button. If this button is checked, then all subsequent photometric
results are written to the above mentioned log file.
3. “Plot Results” check button. If this button is checked and if you have defined at least 3 stars
in your star list (see option ?? below) then the magnitude difference between stars 1 & 2 is
plotted versus time (assumes star one is variable, star two is comparison) and the
magnitude difference between start 2 & 3 is plotted versus time (assumes star two is
comparison and star three is check).
4. “Auto Find” check box. If this button is checked, then CCDAuto will automatically find
and measure the stars in your predefined stellar list. Used mainly with time series
photometry (see section below).
5. “Offset Sky” check box. If this button is checked, then after you right click on a star,
CCDAuto will prompt you to click on a background sky region clear of any stars as a place
to set the sky annulus. (currently this option is not implemented)
6. “Plot Hardcopy” drop down list. Select here the type of hardcopy (output file) you what (in
addition to the screen plot window). The choices are postscript and gif.
7. “Start Batch” button. Clicking this button will tell CCDAuto to start auto-measuring all the
images in the current image directory using the current photometric parameters. This is
only used to re-process/re-measure all the images in a directory. You should not click this
button to start taking data.
8. “Stop Batch” button. Click this button to stop the Batch process of re-measuring all images
in the current directory.
Once you have the photometric parameters set, you have two ways of measuring the stars in the
image. You can right click on each star image you want to measure, or you can define a list of stars to
be measured in the current image (and subsequent images). If you have checked the “Log results”
button then as you right-click on a star's image, its photometric data will be written to the log file. If
you want to define a list of stars to measure, then follow this steps:
1. Click the “Define List” button in the current image window. A small dialog box will pop up
which has buttons you can use to manage a list of stars to measure. (see Figure 13)
2. Click the “Clear List” button to clear off any stars that were previously defined.
3. Right-click on the first star you want to define (remember that the order of stellar definition
st
nd
rd
for differential photometry is: 1 variable, 2 comparison, 3 check). Then click the “Add
(17)
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Star” button.
4. Right-click on additional stars and click the “Add Star” button for each.
5. If you make a mistake and want to delete a star, right-click on the star and then click the
“Delete Star” button.
6. When you are done defining stars to measure, click the “OK” button.
Or you could let CCDAuto find all the stars in an image for you (say for an open cluster) by
clicking the “Auto Define” button in the Define List dialog box. Be careful of the find parameters you
set in the photometry dialog box. Setting the minimum stellar peak value too small will find 1000's of
stars and take a long time to run. You should set the peak value to the peak of the dimmest star you
want CCDAuto to find.
Once you have a list of stars defined to measure you can click on the “Measure List” button in
the current image window to measure all the stars at once. If you have checked the “Log results”
button in the photometry parameters dialog box, then all the results will be recorded in the photometry
log file.

Figure 12: Photometric parameters dialog box
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Figure 13: Define Stellar List dialog box

B. Time Series of Frames
The single exposure procedures outlined above are useful for doing photometry of clusters of
stars or non-variable stars. However do measure the light curves of variable stars, such as eclipsing
binaries, taking an automated series of photometric images is most useful. Light curves are usually
generated from hundreds if not thousands of images and you certainly don't want to acquire and
measure that many images manually. All of the issues discussed above about acquiring single
photometric images applies also to a series of images. So you should review that section before going
through this section.
There are three general modes you can have CCDAuto take a time series of photometric
images. You can just have it acquire the images and write them to disk (to be measured later). You can
have CCDAuto measure the stars in your images and write the photometric results to a log file as you
acquire the images (the images are still written to disk), or you can have CCDAuto measure and plot
the photometric results as the images are acquired in real time. The last is perhaps the best because you
can easily check the results as they are coming in to see that your star really is varying.
The following steps should be used to setup and acquire a time series of images:
1. Define the object in the object list, or select a previously defined object (see section
“Specifying target object parameters” above).
2. Acquire any necessary calibration frames.
3. Take a few test images to identify your variable star, comparison star and check star. Select an
appropriate exposure time for each filter you will use.
4. Set the photometric parameters by clicking on the “photometry” button in the current image
window. Set all the parameters to the values you need (refer to “Making photometric
measurements” section above).
5. If you want to have the stars measured and the results logged as the images are acquired, then
click “on” the “Log results” and “Auto Find” check boxes.
6. If you also want the results plotted as the images are acquired, then click “on” the “Plot
(19)
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Results” check box also.
7. Close the photometry parameters dialog box by clicking on the “OK” button.
8. Select the CCDAuto menu item Execute -> Expose Series Frames. This will pop up a dialog
box that will allow you to set the parameters necessary to tell CCDAuto how you want the
time series done. (see Figure 14)
1. Make user the imaging CCD set set in the “Which CCD?” frame.
2. Make user the binning is set to 1x1
3. Select the “Use dark frames from file” in the “Dark Frames Options” frame.
4. Select the “Use flat field from file” in the “Flat Field Options” frame.
5. Set the “Start seq. #” to the number you want assigned (used in the file name) to the first
image. the sequence number. A sequence is a set of exposures taken one right after another,
one for each filter you require. So if you are going to use filters B,V,R, then there will be 3
exposures (images) per sequence. A typical sequence of file names for the images would be
(for example, the object AW UMA):
st
1. awumaB000.fits - 1 B filter image.
st
2. awumaV000.fits - 1 V filter image.
st
3. awumaR000.fits - 1 R filter image.
6. You can either set the start time of when the series should start in the “Start” box (in units
of hours) or you can Click on the ASAP check box, so that when you click the “Execute”
button, the series will star immediately (but don't do it yet!).
7. Input the duration you want the series to last for in the “Duration:” box (in units of hours).
8. Input the time between sequences (sets of filtered exposures) in the “Interval:” box (in units
of minutes). So if you set this value for 5 minutes and you are using the B,V.R filters, then
once the series is started, CCDAuto will take one each of B,V,R images then pause for the
“Interval” amount of time, then repeat.
9. Make sure the image frame is is correct (usually 0,0,512,512 for the ST-9).
10.The object name should be what you have previously selected for the object from the object
list (see step 1).
11.The “Images Dir:” contains the directory where the images will be written.
12.Click on the “Use?” check boxes of the filters you what to use in the “Filter Sequence
Settings” Frame. Also input the appropriate exposure time for each filter you will use.
13.Click on the “Auto Bump” check box to turn on the feature where CCDAuto will compare
st
the initial position of the 1 star in your list with its position in the current image and move
st
the main scope to put the 1 star back to its initial position.
14.Click the “Apply” button and then the “OK” button to close the dialog box. You don't what
to start the series yet. You need to define which stars to measure.
st
15.Acquire one final text image in the 1 filter you will use. Use the procedures in the
“Making photometric measurements” to define the star list of stars you want measured
automatically in each image. Remember if doing differential photometry, the variable star
st
nd
rd
comes 1 , the comparison star comes 2 , and the check star comes 3 . You can define
additional stars to measure and all their results will be logged, but only the first 3 will be
used in the real-time plots.
16.Once you have defined your list of stars, go back to the CCDAuto menu item Execute ->
Expose Series Frames and then click on the “Execute” button. The series will either start
immediately or at the time you have specified. You can then click on the “OK” button to
close the dialog box.
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17.You can watch the progress of the series by observing the differential photometry plot and
by looking at the main CCDAuto window. In the lower right corner of the window are
parameters showing the status/progress of the series.
18.You can pause/resume/stop the time series using the appropriate buttons in the lower right
corner of the main CCDAuto window.
19.After the series is complete, you can re-measure the images if you like using the “Start
Batch” button in the “Phometry Settings” dialog box. Just make sure you set all the
st
photometry parameters correctly and define your star list using the 1 image in the series.

Figure 14: Time Series parameters dialog box

III. Acquiring Spectrographic Images
A. Overview of spectrograph hardware and adjustments
The UCI Student Observatory utilizes a SBIG Inc. SGS-1 self-guiding spectrograph. A picture
of the spectrograph is shown in Figure 15 below. It is attached to one of the instrument ports on the
main scope. Attached to the spectrograph is our ST-8E ccd camera (see telescope manual for
specifications of ST-8E). It has 1530 9 m pixels along the dispersion axis of the spectrograph and
1020 pixels perpendicular to the dispersion axis. The really nice feature of the SGS-1 is that light from
the slit mirror (the entrance slit is line on a mirror where the silver has been etched away so light passes
through the mirror into the spectrograph) is reflected and focused onto the tracking ccd-chip within the
ST-8E. So you can take a picture of the slit with the tracking ccd and see if your object is on the slit.
You can also use it to guide the scope to keep your object on the slit. The main ccd-chip in the ST-8E
images the objects spectra.
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Figure 15 Top: SGS-1 spectrograph, Bottom: SGS-1 with ST-7 attached.

There are two diffraction gratings within the SGS-1. The low resolution grating has 150
grooves/mm which produces a dispersion of about 4.3 A/pixel in the ST-8E and the high resolution has
600 grooves/mm which produces a dispersion of about 1.07 A/pixel. You can select the low resolution
grating by positioning the black lever located next to the telescope port of the SGS-1 so that is points
down toward the floor (see 23). You can select the high resolution grating by rotating the same lever
by 180 degrees so that it points upward toward the sky. You should feel the lever “click” into either
position.
The is another lever located on the bottom of the SGS-1 (see Figure 16). When this lever
parallel to the main light path from the scope into the SGS-1, then light from the slit mirror can travel
to the tracking ccd. If this lever is perpendicular to the light path, then light from the slit mirror will be
blocked from the tracking ccd. The reason for this lever is that if the light is not blocked and a bright
light is shone on the slit mirror, there will be a large amount of scattered light getting into the main ccdchip (its reflected off the tracking ccd-chip window). So, if you are taking an image of the slit, you
should have this lever parallel to the light path so light gets to the tracking ccd. If you are taking a
spectra of a very bright object, say the comparison source, then you should have this lever
perpendicular to the light path.
There is also a knob on the side of the SGS-1 which is used to focus an objects spectra onto the
ST-8E. This should only be done by UCI staff. The best way to do this is to use the comparison
source's bright-line spectra to focus on. It is a rather tedious process. The focus knob should be adjusted
to give the smallest FWHM of comparison source emission lines in the center of the ST-8E field of
view. The SGS-1 does not need to be re-focused for each grating.
Finally, there is a silver micrometer dial to adjust the central wavelength which is viewed by the
main ccd-chip of the ST-8. It is located on the “top” of the spectrograph. Please refer to SGS-1 manual
for the use of this and any other of these adjustments.
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Figure 16: Diagram showing various controls on SGS-1. Note: SGS-1 and instruments selector
are really black. View is looking at bottom of instrument selector.

B. Initializing CCDAuto for use with the spectrograph ccd
The procedure to setup CCDAuto to work with the spectrograph ccd is almost identical to that
used for the imaging ccd, which are given in the telescope manual. The only change is that you link to
the spectrograph ccd instead of the imaging ccd. The full steps are:
1. Make sure you have setup the data directories appropriately:
1. make a directory for the current date: mkdir 06-24-05
2. change to that directory: cd 06-24-05
3. make the data directories: mkdir flats mkdir darks mkdir images
2. Startup ucirob and open the observatory: ucirob & then click the “Open Obs” button.
3. Turn on the ccd's using ucirob's main window: click the “CCDs” button in the “PowerUP”
frame in ucirob.
4. Startup CCDAuto by selecting the File -> Start CCDAuto menu item in ucirob.
5. Move the CCDAuto main window to another desktop.
6. Link to the spectrograph ccd by selecting the CCDAuto menu item Cameras -> Spectrograph
CCD -> Establish Link.
7. Turn on the temperature regulation by selecting the CCDAuto menu item Cameras ->
Spectrograph CCD -> Turn on temp. reg. In the dialog box that pops up enter the temperature
o
you want the ccd to operate at. This temperature should not be more that 25 C below the
ambient ccd temperature (i.e. the temperature the ccd is at when you first link to it). Also, after
the ccd has reached this temperature make sure that the power is less than 80%. If it is not
raise the regulation temperature until it is.
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C. Getting your object on the slit
To efficiently acquire a spectra of an object (star, nebula, etc.) in is important to have the object
well centered on the spectrograph list, and to keep it there through the exposure. The procedures to
keep the object on the slit are given in section D below. Here the procedures for putting an object on
the slit are listed. The overall procedure is to use the digital finder scope to put the object into the small
field of view (only 1' x1') of the tracking ccd on the ST-8E, which images the spectrograph slit, then
center it exactly onto the slit using the tracking ccd and the CCDAuto program. The problems are that
the slit is very narrow, effectively only 1 or 2 arc seconds, and it is a dark line (light passed through it)
on a dark background (background sky on the slit mirror). Luckily the slit's position can be easily
determined using CCDAuto (see section F below) and the process of putting an object on the slit is
mostly automated. The steps of the procedure are:
1. Move the main scope to the target object.
2. Use the digital finder scope to move the object to slit position:
1. Take a digital finder image of the object
2. Click “off” the check box of the ST-9 and clink “on” the check box of the Slit Line in the
digital finder image window. You should see a small vertical red line draw on the finder
image. This line represents the spectrograph's slit.
3. Right-click on the target object, then click the “Yes” button in the pop up dialog box.
4. Take another finder image to verify that the object moved onto the red line.
3. Change the main scope focus to the spectrograph focus set using the focusing procedures
given in the telescope manual.
4. Set the instrument selector to the spectrograph port by clicking the “Spectro” button in the
“Instrument Selector” frame of the main ucirob window.
5. Select the CCDAuto menu item Settings -> Guiding/Slit Image to pop up the Slit Image
window (see Figure 17).
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Figure 17: Slit image window.

6. Click on the “Settings” button in the slit image window. A dialog box will pop up to allow you
to change/set the parameters for acquiring an image of the slit (see Figure 18). Reasonable
settings are:
1. Slit Positions (upper left end & lower right end). The slit is a line that runs about 5-10
degrees from vertical. These default positions should be fine to use as is. However they can
be re-calibrated using the procedures of Section G. below.
2. Guiding interval: 20 seconds (not used for placing object on slit).
3. Expose: 5.0 seconds. May need to be adjusted depending on the brightness of your object.
4. X & Y Scales: 0.83 arc seconds/pixel These values shouldn't need to be changed.
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Figure 18: Guiding/Slit settings dialog box

7. At this point all you need to set is the exposure time, then click the “OK” button.
8. Make sure the lever that blocks light traveling from the slit mirror to the tracking ccd is in the
“parallel” position (see Figure 16) so that it doesn't block the light.
9. Acquire a slit image by clicking the “Expose” button in the slit image window. CCDAuto will
take a dark frame, then a light frame, then display the image in the window. Hopefully an
image of your target object will be there. If not, you should do a spiral search around the
current scope position.
10.If the target object is a star and its image is not well focused, you should use the focusing
procedures given in the telescope manual, except using the tracking ccd of the spectrograph
ccd instead of the imaging ccd.
11.Place the target object's image onto the slit by right-clicking on the object, then clicking the
“To Slit” button in the slit image window. CCDAuto will go through a couple of
iterations/moves in adjusting the main scope's position so that the target object's image is put
on the slit. An example of a target on the slit is given in Figure 19 below.
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Figure 19: Example of having target object on the
slit, here a planetary nebula

C. Acquiring an object spectra
Once you have your object on the slit, its time to acquire an image of its spectra. To do so,
please follow these steps:
1. Select the CCDAuto menu item Execute -> Expose Single Frame. A dialog box will pop up
for you to set the parameters you want for the exposure (see telescope manual's section on
exposing a single frame).
2. Set the parameter values that you require, especially the exposure time and binning. The
download time for a full resolution ST-8 image is about 60 seconds. So for testing purposes,
you might want to go to 2x2 or even 3x3 binning to reduce this time until you have everything
the way you want it.
3. Take an exposure by clicking the “Execute” button in the dialog box. Then click the “OK”
button to close the dialog box. A new window will pop up with an image of your objects
spectra.
4. Check the statistics (signal-to-noise ratio) of your image. If too low, increase the exposure. If
too high (saturated pixels, i.e. > 30,000) then decrease the exposure.
5. Once you have a good image, save it by selecting the CCDAuto menu item File -> Save or
Save as. A dialog box will pop up allowing you to specify where to save the image.
6. An example image of a spectra is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Example spectra of Vega

E. Auto-guiding while acquiring spectra
This section is not completed yet...
F. Acquiring a comparison source spectra
To acquire a comparison source spectra, please follow these steps:
1. Turn on the comparison source by clicking the “AUX” button in the PowerUP frame of the
main ucirob window.
2. Set the instrument selector to the ccd port by clicking the “CCD” button in the “Instrument
Selector” frame of the main ucirob window. This allows the light from the comparison source
to pass right by the mirror in the instrument selector and shine on the spectrograph slit.
3. Make sure the lever that blocks light going from the slit mirror to the tracking ccd is in the
perpendicular position so that it blocks the light, thus decreasing scattered light that reaches
the main ccd.
4. Take a 60 second image of the comparison source spectra (10 second image if using low
resolution).
5. Save your image using the CCDAuto File -> Save or Save as menu item.
6. Be sure to turn off the comparison source after you are done, by clicking the “AUX” button in
the “PowerUp” frame of ucirob's main window.
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G. Calibrating the slit position
The position of the slit within the Guiding/Slit Image window can be re-calibrated by follow the
steps below:
1. Make sure the the black lever in Figure 16 is in the parallel position so you can image the slit
mirror in the tracking ccd.
2. Click the “AUX” button in the “PowerUp” frame in ucirob to turn on the comparison source.
3. Set the instrument selector in ucirob to the ccd port.
4. Take a 1 second image of the slit mirror within CCDAuto. You should see a bright image
with a dark line running slightly diagonally through the center of the image. You might have
to adjust the background/range parameters within the slit image window so that you can see
the dark line of the slit.
5. Click the “Cal Slit” button within the slit image window. Line by line, CCDAuto will compute
the position of the slit by finding the pixel column with the least about of light. It will save the
coordinates of the upper-left end of the line and the lower-right end of the line. These will be
displayed in the Slit image settings dialog. They will be used to move an object onto the slit.
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